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Abstract The intent recognition is an essential algorithm of

any conversational AI application. It is responsible for the

classification of an input message into meaningful classes.

In many bot development platforms, we can configure the

NLU pipeline. Several intent recognition services are cur-

rently available as an API, or we choose from many open-

source alternatives. However, there is no comparison of in-

tent recognition services and open-source algorithms. Many

factors make the selection of the right approach to intent

recognition challenging in practice. In this paper, we suggest

criteria to choose the best intent recognition algorithm for an

application. We present a novel CIIRC dataset that evaluates

the impact of noise on intent recognition algorithms. We se-

lected types of noise representing typical real-world scenar-

ios. Finally, we compare the selected public NLU services

with selected open-source algorithms for intent recognition

using the suggested criteria.

1 Introduction

As a specific field of text classification, intent recognition is

a core component of dialogue systems [29]. There are two

main sets of algorithms for intent recognition, unsupervised

and supervised. Unsupervised algorithms are the simplest.

They try to find the semantically closest one from m pre-

defined sentences grouped into n classes, each class repre-

senting one intent. The Semantic Text Similarity(STS) algo-

rithms typically use sentence and query distributions. Both

distributions are calculated as a plain or weighted average
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of the word distributions. The word distributions are created

by word2vec [23] or fastText [4] algorithms. However, the

average-based distributions do not take the order of words

into account. The latest systems based on recurrent neural

networks [16] or self-attention [35] aim at the order of words

and the words’ relative importance. They generate more ac-

curate sentences and query distributions. The cosine similar-

ity is the most frequently used similarity measure.

The intent recognition can also be considered as a clas-

sification task in its essence. The supervised algorithms use

the same sentence distributions as unsupervised algorithms,

but instead of applying cosine similarity, we train the models

to classify the query to one of the n classes. The classifiers

come in many incarnations. We can choose starting from the

logistic regression up to neural networks. Compared to STS

algorithms, the supervised models need training. Training

takes some time, which is slowing the process of conversa-

tional application development. On the other hand, the super-

vised algorithms are generally achieving higher accuracy.

With the growing complexity of models, it is challenging

to choose the best algorithm for a particular task. Moreover,

the software developers are overwhelmed by NLU services

as well as many open-source algorithms. Public NLU ser-

vices are usually offered as black boxes that are undergoing

development in time. The development progress in the open-

source domain is also dramatic. Therefore, trying to find a

process for a systematic evaluation of public NLU services

and their comparison with open-source algorithms is well

justified.

First, we need to choose the parameters for quality eval-

uation. The most important parameters are accuracy and re-

call, or we may use the F1 score. Another parameter is the

speed of classification during the runtime and the training

duration. The time to classify is important for sizing the

server for particular peak traffic. It is also valuable to esti-

mate the required memory size.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2011.09825v1
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We will test public NLU services and open-source algo-

rithms on the same testing sets for evaluation. Selecting the

testing set is a nontrivial task. The Conversational AI dia-

logues may differ significantly. Therefore, it is important to

evaluate the algorithms on datasets closely related to the ap-

plication. The testing set must consider the users’ behavior.

For evaluation, we try to prepare data sets reflecting an aver-

age conversation. We use as a basis the datasets presented in

[5]. We include the most typical errors like misspelling [15,

12], filler words, or header phrases, and tail phrases [33,29].

We want to model the hesitation, uncertainty, and staggering.

We do not consider the automatic speech recognition (ASR)

errors in our study. Tests on such data lead to a comprehen-

sive comparison that we can utilize in real-world scenarios.

We provide the code1 for testing and comparison of pub-

lic NLU services with open-source algorithms for intent recog-

nition. We selected a set of the most popular public NLU

services for evaluation that were also the objects of previ-

ous scientific evaluations [5,21]. The selected public NLU

services are:

– Dialogflow2

– LUIS3

– IBM Watson Assistant4

We also selected the following open-source algorithms:

– fastText [4]

– Sent2Vec [25]

– Sentence-BERT [31]

– Universal Sentence Encoder [8]

– Rasa5 [3]

2 Related work

Many of the text classification algorithms are taking advan-

tage of the word2vec [23] and fastText [4] embeddings. The

distribution of embedding vector spaces preserves the se-

mantic relations. Therefore, a set of unsupervised algorithms

takes advantage of preserved semantic relations for classi-

fication based on similarity measurement [13,2,10]. Using

the average of word embeddings is the standard practice [29]

for obtaining the sentence distribution. Such algorithms do

not model the order of the words in a sentence. Thus, they

are limited to tasks working with shorter and simpler sen-

tences.

For complicated tasks, the recurrent neural networks, like

LSTM [16] are generating sentence distributions preserv-

ing the order of words. The recent attention-based models

1 https://github.com/petrLorenc/benchmark-intent-tools
2 https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow
3 https://www.luis.ai/
4 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-assistant/
5 https://rasa.com/

achieve even better accuracy [35]. One of the most popu-

lar algorithms is the general attention-based model BERT

[11] or specialized models like Universal Sentence Encoder

(USE) [8] or Sentence-BERT [31]. These algorithms are com-

ing with pretrained models designed for transfer learning.

With a reasonably small number of computations, we can

train good intent classifiers. There are also works proposing

efficiency improvements of such models [20].

The real-world intent recognition encounters several sources

of noise. The work of Shivakumar et al. [33] describes how

Automatic Speech Recognition adds noise to the input data.

Hagiwara et al. [15] show the effects of misspelling when

the user types the message. Older approaches based on word

embedding can have a problem dealing with this noise [12].

Unfortunately, Sun et al. [34] demonstrate that even the state-

of-the-art models do not solve these problems altogether.

Generative adversarial networks [32], which are usually

used for image classification, can also generate training ex-

amples in the text domain. Liang et al. [19] also shows how

adversarially generated examples fools neural network mod-

els.

Only a few papers focus on a comparison between public

NLU services and open-source algorithms for intent recog-

nition. Braun et al. [5] started to explicitly discuss why the

software architect should choose one NLU service over an-

other and how this decision may influence their system’s

performance. The evaluation presented in the paper reflects

a common situation when we do not have enough training

data. Liu et al. [21] benchmarked the online services and

provided the data for 10-fold cross-validation publicly. How-

ever, both of these works lack the comparison with the open-

source algorithms.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

We used the datasets presented in [5] as our starting point.

There are Chatbot Corpus (Chat), Ask Ubuntu Corpus (Ask),

and Web Applications Corpus (Web). The Chat dataset is

based on questions gathered by a Telegram chatbot in pro-

duction, answering questions about public transport connec-

tions. The Ask and Web corpora are based on data from

StackExchange platforms called Ask Ubuntu, and Web Ap-

plications. The datasets consist of the most popular ques-

tions asked on those platforms. The questions were anno-

tated by intent using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Table 3 shows

the datasets’ class distribution. The selected datasets evalu-

ate intent classifiers’ ability to learn from a small number of

examples in three different domains.

As the datasets presented in [5] contain tiny amounts

of examples per each intent class and do not fully repre-

sent the data distribution for conversational AI applications,
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Table 1 Abbreviations for datasets and text transformations

Nameset Description

Original

Chatbot Corpus - Chat Questions from a Telegram chatbot about public transport

Ask Ubuntu Corpus - Ask Questions and answers from https://askubuntu.com

Web Applications Corpus - Web Questions and answers from https://webapps.stackexchange.com

Enrich Added Header and Footer phrases, random word in sentence is replaced by filler word

Typos Swap a character in all sentences

Typos 50% Swap a character in 50% of sentences

Filler words Random word in sentence is replaced by filler word

CIIRC Small

HF Added Header and Footer phrases

HFR Added Header and Footer phrases, Replace filler word with random word in sentence

CIIRC

HF Added Header and Footer phrases

HFR Added Header and Footer phrases, random word in sentence is replaced by filler word

HFR-Tr Added Header and Footer phrases, random word in training sentences is replaced by filler word

HFR-Te Added Header and Footer phrases, random word in testing sentences is replaced by filler word

we also prepared and evaluated algorithms on the CIIRC

dataset, which consists of intent examples that we created

for a word game application. It includes 14 intents: “Yes”,

“No”, “Maybe”, “Repeat”, “Wait”, “Play Other Game”, “List

Of Games”, “Games Counter”, “Volume Up”, “Volume Down”,

“Time Played”, “Still There”, “Stop”, and “Total Stop”. We

also created a version of the dataset consisting of a lim-

ited number of examples. We call it CIIRC Small. The CI-

IRC dataset contains 659 training and 660 testing examples.

The CIIRC Small dataset contains 154 training and 220 test-

ing examples. The data distribution of both datasets repre-

sents the typical distribution of training datasets for conver-

sational AI applications.

In real-world scenarios, applications’ users introduce noise

into the input. To evaluate the impact of noise on the algo-

rithms, we selected the types of noise to match the typical

real-world user behavior described in Pichl et al. [29] and

observed during the development of socialbot Alquist [28,

27] for Amazon Alexa Prize Competitions [30,18,14]. The

types of noise can be divided into noise typical for voice

applications and noise typical for text applications.

The typical noise for voice applications is caused by

flaws in ASR and indecisive users. We simulate these flaws

by adding filler words into the sentence, prepending header

phrases, and appending footer phrases. We present the list of

filler words, header, and footer phrases in Table 2.

The noise typical for text applications are typos. We sim-

ulate it by randomly changing the position of nearby charac-

ters.

Table 1 presents abbreviations for all datasets we used

for evaluation and shows the detailed description of the trans-

formations we used to introduce the noise.

3.2 Metrics

We based our evaluation of public NLU services and open-

source algorithms on four criteria: classification accuracy,

Table 2 Filler words, header and footer phrases.

Filler

Words
yeah, oh, ehm, uhm, just, really, somehow

Header

Phrases

I think, I wonder, you know, sounds great,

okay, so, right, believe me, at the end of

the day, basically, well, would you let me

know, I would like to hear, I want you to,

could you, can you, in my humble opinion,

for what it is worth, needless to say

Footer

Phrases

please, right, you know what I mean, you

see, seriously, as you can see, you know, well

Table 3 Number of examples per intent class in Chat, Ask and Web

datasets.

Dataset Intent Train Test

Chatbot FindConnection 57 71

Corpus DepartureTime 43 35

TOTAL 100 106

Ask Ubuntu None 3 5

Corpus Make Update 10 37

Setup Printer 10 13

Software Recommendation 17 40

Shutdown Computer 13 14

TOTAL 66 123

Web Applications Download Video 1 0

Corpus Change Password 2 6

None 2 4

Export Data 2 3

Sync Accounts 3 6

Filter Spam 6 14

Find Alternatives 7 16

Delete Account 7 10

TOTAL 30 59

robustness towards noise, computational requirements, and

cost. We selected these criteria as they represent the crucial

properties of any classification algorithm.

We use the F1 score to evaluate the classification accu-

racy. We calculate the precision and recall for the F1 formula

using the sum of the individual true positives, false positives,

and false negatives of the system for different intent classes

as described by Opitz et al. [24].
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Table 4 Parameters of used EC2 instances

EC2 Instance Parameters

t4g.micro

vCPUs: 2

Memory: 4 GiB

On-Demand Hourly Cost: 0.0084 USD

a1.xlarge

vCPUs: 4

Memory: 8 GiB

On-Demand Hourly Cost: 0.102 USD

a1.2xlarge

vCPUs: 8

Memory: 16 GiB

On-Demand Hourly Cost: 0.204 USD

To evaluate a robustness towards noise, we calculate the

F1 score on the dataset into which we introduced noise. We

added header and footer phrases, filler words, and typos.

Datasets enhanced by those types of noise evaluate the real-

world performance better.

To estimate the computational requirements, we mea-

sure how much RAM and how many CPU cores each algo-

rithm requires. We use the free command to measure mem-

ory requirements and the top command to measure CPU

core utilization. We report only the number of CPU cores

since it defines the size of the virtual machine.

We instantiated the cheapest AWS EC2 instance with the

algorithm’s required memory and CPU cores to evaluate the

cost. The Table 4 shows the EC2 parameters we used in our

experiments. We calculate the price per one request in USD

by dividing the hourly cost of an instance by the number

of requests the algorithm handles in one hour. Our selected

evaluation is an approximation of the peak traffic the conver-

sational AI application could handle. We do not normalize

the cost for the same number of requests per hour, which

is a significant simplification, but it is indicative enough for

an algorithm selection. We considered only AWS because

cloud computational services are highly competitive, and al-

ternative services like Azure or Google Cloud provide com-

parative solutions and prices. Thus, AWS serves as a rep-

resentative for those services. For public NLU services, we

took the price from official documentation and converted it

to the price for one request in USD.

3.3 Methods

We selected Dialogflow, LUIS, and IBM Watson Assistant.

Works of Braun et al. [5] and Liu et al. [21] compared those

public NLU services as well. However, those comparisons

were conducted in 2018 and 2019, and those services under-

went further development.

– Dialogflow

We disabled beta features, set the classification threshold

to 0, selected ML mode, and disabled spell checking. We

used the default values for the rest of the settings.

– LUIS

We used non-deterministic training. We enabled normal-

izing punctuation and word forms. We used the default

values for the rest of the settings.

– IBM Watson Assistant

We disabled disambiguation and autocorrection, and we

set irrelevance detection to Keep existing. We used the

default values for the rest of the settings.

We selected the following open-source algorithms as vi-

able alternatives to public NLU services for conversational

AI applications:

– Word embeddings avg. + Cosine similarity, SVM or Lo-

gistic regression

– Universal Sentence Encoder [8] + Cosine similarity, SVM

or Logistic regression

– Sentence-BERT [31] + Cosine similarity, SVM or Logis-

tic regression

– Rasa 2.0 [3]

For the supervised approach, we have chosen the lat-

est attention-based open-source algorithms. They deliver the

state-of-the-art performance for many NLP tasks. They come

with models trained on large databases in the order of TB.

Transfer learning training is an ideal solution to utilize the

power of large models. Since the number of example intents

is small, we have used the standard classification algorithms

logistic regression [22] and SVM [9].

– Word embeddings

We assume fastText [4] and Sent2Vec [25]. We use Sent2Vec

vectors pretrained on Twitter6 and fastText vectors pre-

trained on Wikipedia7. We perform vector compression

for both models. Works of [17] and [6] show that com-

pression does not decrease the performance significantly

and leads to a considerable reduction of the memory

footprint of less than 15MB. The sentence distribution

is computed by averaging the embedding vector of each

word in the sentence.

– Logistic regression

We used scikit-learn’s [26] implementation of logistic re-

gression. We used default parameters for logistic regres-

sion except for the parameters inversion of the regular-

ization strength that we set to 1000 and the number of

max iterations that we set to 1000.

6 https://github.com/epfml/sent2vec#downloading-sent2vec-pre-

trained-models
7 https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
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Table 5 F1 score comparison of fastText and Sent2Vec embeddings using cosine similarity and logistic regression. We compare 300-dimensional

models trained on the same dataset and 300-dimensional and 700-dimensional pretrained publicly available models.

Cosine Similarity Logistic Regression

fastText Sent2Vec fastText Sent2Vec

Corpus 300D
300D

pretrained
300D

700D

pretrained
300D

300D

pretrained
300D

700D

pretrained

Ask 0,568 0,678 0,715 0,807 0,798 0,798 0,834 0,908

Chat 0,981 0,972 0,971 0,933 0,971 0,981 0,943 0,971

Web 0,559 0,780 0,644 0,745 0,627 0,847 0,762 0,847

CIIRC Small 0,786 0,827 0,800 0,891 0,877 0,882 0,881 0,895

CIIRC 0,910 0,905 0,927 0,947 0,943 0,929 0,953 0,953

CIIRC-HFR-Tr 0,843 0,864 0,868 0,912 0,943 0,945 0,942 0,958

CIIRC-HFR-Te 0,722 0,805 0,875 0,914 0,865 0,859 0,880 0,912

– Support Vector Machine

We used scikit-learn’s [26] implementation of the sup-

port vector machine. We used the default parameters. We

only set the parameter probability to true to receive a

probability estimate of the classification.

– Sentence-BERT

We used weights from bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens8

for Sentence-BERT.

– Universal Sentence Encoder

We used Universal Sentence Encoder version 49.

– Rasa

Rasa uses DIET [7] architecture for intent and named en-

tity recognition. We used the model’s intent recognition

part and executed it with default parameters10.

3.4 Results

Firstly, we conducted two experiments evaluating the im-

pact of fastText and Sent2Vec embeddings on open-source

algorithms. The first experiment tested the performance of

publicly available pretrained models. We compared the 300-

dimensional pretrained English fastText vectors trained on

Wikipedia11 with 700-dimensional Sent2Vec unigram vec-

tors pretrained on Twitter12.

We conducted experiments using two embedding mod-

els with a different number of dimensions for two reasons.

We believe that the authors of pretrained models selected

8 https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/bert-base-nli-stsb-

mean-tokens
9 Model can be downloaded from https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-

sentence-encoder/4
10 https://github.com/RasaHQ/rasa/blob/master/data/test config/config

defaults.yml
11 https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html
12 https://github.com/epfml/sent2vec

Table 6 F1 score comparison of embedding’s robustness towards the

noise.

Logistic Regression

Corpus Sent2Vec Sentence-BERT USE

Original Ask 0,908 0,880 0,908

Chat 0,971 0,971 0,943

Web 0,847 0,779 0,847

Typos Ask 0,880 0,880 0,908

Chat 0,943 0,990 0,962

Web 0,813 0,762 0,830

Typos 50% Ask 0,853 0,862 0,899

Chat 0,933 0,924 0,933

Web 0,779 0,779 0,796

Filler Words Ask 0,871 0,880 0,880

Chat 0,933 0,905 0,943

Web 0,779 0,711 0,762

the proper size of the vector space [1]. The next reason is

strongly practical—we assume that the software develop-

ers do not want to train their models, and they pick one

of the pretrained sets of embedding vectors regardless of

their dimension. To understand the impact of higher dimen-

sionality, we also conducted an experiment comparing fast-

Text and Sent2Vec using the same number of dimensions for

the proper scientific comparison. We used 300 dimensions.

We pretrained both models with comparable options on the

same Twitter dataset13.

We decided to use the average of embeddings for all

words in the sentence to obtain a vector representation of

the sentence. We used the same sentence distributions for

both unsupervised and supervised tests.

We show the results in Table 5. Sent2Vec delivers bet-

ter results in the majority of cases. FastText is better in a

few cases, where it can utilize the n-gram information on

unknown words. We continued to use Sent2Vec embeddings

in the experiments that follow, thanks to those results.

Table 7 shows the F1 score comparison of public NLU

services and open-source algorithms for intent recognition.

13 https://archive.org/details/twitter cikm 2010. We used

https://pypi.org/project/tweet-preprocessor/ for preprocessing
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Table 7 F1 score comparison of public NLU services and open-source algorithms for intent recognition.

Cosine Similarity SVM Logistic Regression

Corpus Dialogflow Luis Watson Rasa Sent2Vec
Sentence

BERT
USE Sent2Vec

Sentence

BERT
USE Sent2Vec

Sentence

BERT
USE

Orignal Ask 0,807 0,880 0,899 0,889 0,807 0,834 0,871 0,899 0,889 0,871 0,908 0,880 0,908

Chat 0,877 0,952 0,915 0,981 0,933 0,933 0,933 0,981 0,952 0,943 0,971 0,971 0,943

Web 0,830 0,779 0,779 0,813 0,745 0,627 0,762 0,627 0,644 0,661 0,847 0,779 0,847

Enrich Ask 0,816 0,871 0,908 0,899 0,761 0,798 0,834 0,871 0,871 0,889 0,889 0,862 0,899

Chat 0,886 0,943 0,924 0,933 0,915 0,943 0,924 0,962 0,962 0,924 0,952 0,943 0,971

Web 0,762 0,745 0,745 0,711 0,644 0,627 0,779 0,610 0,644 0,661 0,762 0,813 0,847

CIIRC CIIRC Small 0,645 0,750 0,772 0,700 0,891 0,922 0,936 0,845 0,881 0,881 0,895 0,922 0,940

CIIRC Small - HF 0,586 0,690 0,704 0,654 0,673 0,822 0,704 0,754 0,809 0,786 0,850 0,859 0,836

CIIRC Small - HFR 0,568 0,618 0,718 0,622 0,664 0,768 0,686 0,695 0,795 0,695 0,818 0,804 0,822

CIIRC - HFR 0,904 0,916 0,934 0,937 0,802 0,971 0,969 0,912 0,957 0,966 0,929 0,975 0,969

Table 8 Comparison of required computational requirements and price per request.

Cosine Similarity SVM Logistic Regression

DialogFlow Luis Watson Rasa Sent2Vec
Sentence

BERT
USE Sent2Vec

Sentence

BERT
USE Sent2Vec

Sentence

BERT
USE

Queries Per Hour - - - 113 467 2 121 428 79 464 2 475 000 4 647 887 77 604 2 001 010 8 658 892 78 893 2 790 697

RAM (MB) - - - 358 120 738 1677 120 738 1747 120 738 1650

CPU Cores - - - 4 2 8 6 2 8 6 2 8 6

EC2 Instance Type - - - a1.xlarge t4g.micro a1.2xlarge a1.xlarge t4g.micro a1.2xlarge a1.xlarge t4g.micro a1.2xlarge a1.xlarge

Price Per Request (USD) 2,00E-3 1,50E-3 3,50E-3 8,99E-7 3,96E-9 2,57E-6 8,99E-7 1,81E-9 2,63E-6 5,10E-8 9,70E-10 2,59E-6 3,66E-8

Table 9 F1 score comparison of public NLU services for intent recog-

nition between the years 2018 and 2020.

Dialogflow Luis Watson Rasa

Corpus 2018 2020 2018 2020 2018 2020 2018 2020

Ask 0,782 0,807 0,742 0,880 0,818 0,899 0,708 0,889

Chat 0,935 0,877 0,978 0,952 0,968 0,915 0,978 0,981

Web 0,627 0,830 0,690 0,779 0,630 0,779 0,493 0,813

We can notice several outcomes. The logistic regression is

the best classifier for all sentence embedding approaches.

Universal Sentence Encoder is the best sentence embedding

in the majority of cases. Moreover, the open-source algo-

rithms achieve comparable or better results than public NLU

services in a remarkable number of cases.

To evaluate the intent recognizers’ noise robustness, we

measured their F1 scores on datasets with added header and

footer phrases, filler words, and typos. For the sake of sim-

plicity, we have used only the best performing combinations;

see Table 6. We can see that all types of noise decrease

the performance of Sent2Vec. Sentence-BERT and Univer-

sal Sentence Encoder are robust to noise in most cases, ex-

cept for adding filler words to Chatbot and Web Applications

corpora.

We also compared the impact of noise on public NLU

services and open-source algorithms. We present the com-

parison in Table 7. The comparison shows that public NLU

services are mostly robust to noise. The only exception is

the Web Application corpus. However, the best results over-

all are achieved by logistic regression paired with Universal

Sentence Encoder. The worst robustness has cosine similar-

ity.

We measured the computational requirements of the in-

tent recognizers and their cost per one request. Both of those

properties are closely linked. Table 8 presents the results.

Measuring speed, RAM, and CPU cores do not make sense

for public NLU services because those properties and re-

quirements are handled by public NLU services’ providers

and are not observable. Thus, we conducted those measure-

ments for open-source algorithms only. We can see that the

Sent2Vec with logistic regression is the fastest algorithm

with the lowest computational demands. It is followed by

Universal Sentence Encoder, Sentence-BERT, and Rasa. Uni-

versal Sentence Encoder is the fastest of those three. How-

ever, it has the highest memory requirements. Rasa and Sentence-

BERT are slower. However, they need a smaller amount of

memory.

The last property we used for evaluation was cost. We

present the cost of the public NLU services and open-source

algorithms in Table 8. The results clearly show that open-

source algorithms are cheaper than public NLU services by

several orders of magnitude.

Lastly, we compare the current results of public NLU

services with the results presented in [5] from 2018 to see if

they are getting better over time. We show the improvements

of public NLU services over two years in Table 9.

4 Conclusion

We compared public NLU services with open-source algo-

rithms for intent recognition. We selected the most popular

public NLU services and open-source algorithms for com-

parison based on the availability of pretrained models, im-

plementation simplicity, and proven accuracy. The evalua-

tion criteria were classification accuracy, robustness to noise,

computational demand, and cost.

We published a novel CIIRC dataset. It is a dataset for in-

tent recognition that contains types of noise typical for real-

world scenarios. We used CIIRC dataset to evaluate the in-

tent recognition algorithm’s robustness to noise.
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The final result of the comparison depends on the appli-

cation in which the intent recognition algorithm will be used

and developer preferences. We suggest several options:

The logistic regression paired with Universal Sentence

Encoder achieves the best accuracy. Although, even simpler

approaches such as Sent2Vec and logistic regression achieve

better classification accuracy than public NLU services in a

surprising number of cases.

Experiments showed that public NLU services possess a

high degree of robustness to noise. However, the best results

were achieved by Universal Sentence Encoder with logistic

regression.

The big advantage of public NLU services is the fact

that developers do not have to worry about computational

requirements. The public NLU services’ providers manage

the operation and scaling of those services for runtime and

training. For open-source algorithms, approaches that use

Sent2Vec embeddings are the fastest and least computation-

ally demanding.

Our evaluation shows that open-source algorithms are

several orders of magnitude cheaper than public NLU ser-

vices based on the calculated cost per request in USD.

Hence, from our results, we can conclude the following.

For developers who do not want to worry about operations

and scaling, we recommend using one of the public NLU

services. We recommend using Universal Sentence Encoder

and logistic regression for developers who want the high-

est classification accuracy and high robustness to noise. And

lastly, for developers who prioritize low cost and low com-

putational demand, we recommend using Sent2Vec and lo-

gistic regression.
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